
PARROT CK3100 LCD

Parrot CK3100 LCD - a hands-free system with a screen, 
providing instant access to all your contacts

Information and phonebook  
available at all times 
The Parrot CK3100 LCD displays your 
mobile phone's information on its LCD 
screen, such as caller ID, phonebook 
contacts and call records. The three-
button screen interface can easily 
be positioned on the dashboard and 
adjusted to offer the best possible 
viewing angle. Combined with the 
screen, the voice menus ensure 
unrivalled comfort for hands-free calls.

Integrated into the vehicle's  
audio system
Like other solutions, the CK3100 
LCD connects to your vehicle's audio 
system between the car stereo** and 
the speakers. Calls and voice menus 
are reproduced over the speakers for 
maximum listening quality. If you are 
listening to the radio or a CD, the music 
is automatically muted during calls and 
then returned after the call.
** Also works without car stereo.

All the simplicity of a true  
hands-free system 
The CK3100 LCD is a hands-free system 
that fits inside your vehicle. Once paired 
to your mobile, iPhone or smartphone 
via Bluetooth wireless technology , 
the kit automatically connects and 
synchronises* its phonebook with the 
contacts on your phone. Browse the 
phonebook, select the contact and start 
the call: you can then chat while keeping 
your hands on the wheel and your eyes 
on the road. For even greater comfort, 
accept or decline incoming calls with the 
CK3100 LCD's voice command feature, 
or use the built-in voice recognition 
technology to call a contact.
* This function depends on the phone used.

Exceptional sound  
quality 
This hands-free system leverages all 
of Parrot's signal processing expertise. 
The result is excellent sound quality 
during calls for both you inside the 
vehicle and your caller. Combined 
with a positionable and adjustable 
microphone, the CK3100 LCD boasts 
the very best in noise reduction and 
echo cancellation technology. The 
system delivers optimal audio comfort 
and parasite -free voice quality.



Parrot CK3100 LCD
Bluetooth hands-free system with  
LCD screen

General
-  Interface: LCD screen + 3 buttons 

including one rotary button
-  Accept/decline calls, launch/end calls...
- Settings: volume, options, language…
- Voice menu
- Software updates via Bluetooth
-  100% Bluetooth compatible, works 

with all brands of Bluetooth phones 
and devices

Audio
-  DSP, full duplex, advanced noise 

reduction and echo cancellation
- Adjustable external microphone
- 20 W digital stereo amplifier
-  Automatically mutes the car stereo 

during calls
-  Reproduces calls over the vehicle's 

front speakers

Telephony
-  Voiceprints*: 

• Up to 150 per paired phone 
• Up to a total of 750

-  Contacts: 
• Up to 1000 per paired phone 
• Up to a total of 5000

- Automatic phonebook synchronisation*
- Built-in voice recognition

Bluetooth
- Bluetooth v1.2
-  Bluetooth profiles: HFP, HSP, OPP, PBAP
- Pairing: up to five phones
- Pairing by PIN code (1234)

Dimensions and weight
-  Remote control 72 x 15 x 43 mm - 74 gr 
- Control unit: 135 x 30 x 58 mm - 110 gr

Kit contents
1 Interface with LCD screen 
1 Adjustable external microphone
1 Electronic control unit
1 Power lead with ISO connectors
1 Mute cable with ISO connectors
1 Quickstart guide
1 Set of fitting accessories

* This function depends on the phone used.
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for mobile phone
for PDA
for smartphone
for iPhone

Bluetooth
The Bluetooth wireless 
technology enables voice and 
data to be sent via a short-
distance radio link. It connects 
a wide range of electronic 
equipment without requiring 
additional cables. Furthermore, 
it extends the communication 
possibilities for mobile phones 
and a large number of devices.

Wireless technology


